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STARTING POINT

New code for QCD with staggered quarks written from scratch.

Philosophy: GPU not just an accelerator, almost whole code r uns actually on it.

Efficiency around 10%

C. Bonati, G. Cossu, M. D’Elia, P. Incardona, “QCD simulatio ns with staggered fermions on GPUs,”

Comput. Phys. Commun. 183, 853 (2012) [arXiv:1106.5673 [he p-lat]].

high mass low mass

spatial size 32 48 64 16 32 48

Opteron (single core) 115 130 140 65 75 140

Xeon (single core) 85 85 100 30 40 50

apeNEXT crate ∼6 ∼2

NVIDIA C2050 time gains over CPU and apeNEXT

On a single GPU we are able to run lattices as large as 64
3
× 4 (finite T ).



Typical structure of a molecular dynamics trajectory

µ

whole evolution trajectory runs on GPU in single precision

momenta and pseudofermions uploaded to the GPU
starting energy computed in double precision (GPU)

final energy computed in double precision (GPU)

download/reload configuration from/to GPU
perform Metropolis accept/reject test (CPU)

momenta and pseudofermions generation (CPU)

negligible CPU/GPU communication at this stage
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PHYSICS PROJECTS:

Phase diagram of strong interactions, color confinement, de confinement, non-zero

baryon density, non-zero chemical potential and backgroun d fields.

Phenomenological interest for Early Universe evolution an d for heavy ion collisions.

Features: lattices limited in temporal size (finite tempera ture); many different

simulations needed to explore the phase diagram

Papers based on our present GPU implementation

• C. Bonati, G. Cossu, M. D’Elia and F. Sanfilippo, “The Roberge -Weiss endpoint in Nf = 2 QCD,”

Phys. Rev. D 83, 054505 (2011).

• C. Bonati, P. de Forcrand, M. D’Elia, O. Philipsen and F. Sanfi lippo, “Constraints on the two-flavor

QCD phase diagram from imaginary chemical potential,” arXi v:1201.2769 [hep-lat].

• M. D’Elia, M. Mariti and F. Negro, “Susceptibility of the QCD vacuum to CP-odd electromagnetic

background fields,” arXiv:1209.0722 [hep-lat].

GPU hardware: GPU farms at INFN Pisa, Genova; QUONG cluster in Rome



LINES OF FUTURE DEVELOPMENT:

We aim at reaching accurate determinations on 32
3
× 8 → 64

3
× 16 lattices.

RHMC algorithm with improved fermionic actions (e.g. stout link smearing) and

physical parameters.

Scaling to large scale structures: development within the S UMA projects is

essential. We plan the following lines of development:

• Multi-GPU implementation of our code: already under test, c ollaboration with

APE group.

• Exploratory code developing on MIC processors will start so on

• Efficient code developing on BlueGene/Q is in progress.

Common features: the paradigm of two level of parallelism wi ll characterize all

developments, i.e. multi-thread on single node plus intern ode parallelism.

Challenges: optimal boundary and communication managemen t. Specific

strategies? (e.g. domain decomposition)


